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ABSTRACT 13 

The energy rebound effect is regarded as an obstacle of achieving the expected target of 14 

energy-saving policies, especially under a rapid urbanization background in developing 15 

counties, such as China. This has become a substantial drag of sustainable development 16 

in some cities. Shanghai is the economic center of China, and it is also a typical energy 17 

import-dependent mega-city. Investigating the evolution of Shanghai’s energy-saving 18 

performance and the energy rebound effect is significant for the implementation of 19 

energy-saving policies in other similar cities of China and other developing countries. 20 

Using the state space model with time-varying parameters and based on the IPAT 21 

identity and the Solow residual approach, this paper is the first study to present a 22 
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specific estimation on Shanghai’s energy rebound effect caused by technological 23 

progress. The results show that, during the period of 1991-2016, the average energy 24 

rebound effect of overall economy and secondary industry in Shanghai was 93.96% and 25 

73.10%, respectively, indicating a high partial rebound effect. Most of expected energy 26 

saving caused by improved energy efficiency is offset by extra energy consumption 27 

caused by technological progress. Regarding tertiary industry, the average rebound 28 

effect was 146.61%, indicating a backfire effect. However, the average energy rebound 29 

amount of tertiary industry is less than that of secondary industry. In particular, there is 30 

an increasingly negative impact of the rebound effect of tertiary industry on energy 31 

conservation in recent years, with the sector’s rapid expansion and corresponding 32 

increase in energy demand. Furthermore, we estimate the carbon rebound amount (i.e., 33 

carbon emissions caused by the energy rebound effect) and find that, on average, the 34 

energy rebound effect caused 13.1% and 0.41% increases in carbon emissions in 35 

Shanghai and China, respectively. Therefore, mitigating the energy rebound effect can 36 

significantly reduce carbon emissions. Due to the substantial impact of the rebound 37 

effect, technological progress and energy efficiency improvement should not be the only 38 

way to achieve energy-saving target, especially in energy import-dependent mega-cities 39 

like Shanghai. Some supporting policies should be implemented to ensure that the 40 

expected outcome of energy-saving effort can be realized as far as possible. 41 

Keywords: Energy efficiency; Rebound effect; Technological progress; Carbon 42 

emissions; Energy import-dependent mega-city; State space model 43 

 44 

1. Introduction 45 

 46 

As the world’s second largest economy and the largest energy consumption country, 47 
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China has huge energy demand and high energy-saving pressure, which impede the 48 

country’s green and sustainable development. To resolve such a problem, various 49 

policies and measures focusing on improving energy efficiency have been taken in 50 

China. However, the energy rebound effect has become an obstacle of achieving the 51 

expected target of energy-saving policies, especially under a rapid urbanization 52 

background in China. In the process of rapid urbanization, a large amount of 53 

infrastructure, such as highway, road, and airport, needs to be constructed, inducing a 54 

great demand for steel, cement, and energy and not facilitating mitigating the energy 55 

rebound effect. A common phenomenon in such a process is that energy saving resulted 56 

from energy efficiency improvement is partly or even completely offset by added 57 

energy consumption from economic growth activated by urbanization, i.e., a substantial 58 

energy rebound effect [34,35]. Therefore, the energy rebound effect has become a drag 59 

of sustainable development in most cities in China. 60 

As the economic center of China, as well as a typical energy import-dependent mega-61 

city, Shanghai is confronted with such a problem. As energy is a strategic resource for 62 

economic development, its supply security has an important influence on economic 63 

sustainability and the improvement of people’s living standards. At present, energy 64 

constraint has become a bottleneck for the social and economic sustainable development 65 

of Shanghai [10]. Moreover, economic growth caused by technological progress further 66 

accelerates energy consumption. This intensifies the conflict between energy supply and 67 

demand and restricts Shanghai’s further economic growth. As Lin et al. [22] defined, 68 

the technological progress in this study can be regarded as all kinds of economic 69 

processes which can improve productivity, including the promotion and application of 70 

new technologies and the improvement of managing performance. Generally, 71 

technological progress can contribute to the promotion of energy efficiency and 72 
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productivity. 73 

At the same time, technological progress can lessen production costs, resulting in an 74 

increase in profits of enterprises and thus the activities of expanded reproduction, to 75 

induce more energy demand. The first explanation of such a phenomenon can be traced 76 

back to 1865 when Jevons [17] stated in his book “The Coal Question” that the 77 

improved energy efficiency would reduce energy costs, which in turn would stimulate 78 

more energy demand than ever. Simultaneously, an increase in energy efficiency is 79 

accompanied by technological progress, which motivates economic expansion and thus 80 

generates extra demand for energy. These two aspects together accelerate the growth of 81 

energy consumption. This inference is the well-known “Jevons’ Paradox” [17]. After 82 

the 1980s, Jevons’ Paradox” received much concern and scholarly discussion and led to 83 

some questions about the effectiveness of the government’s energy policies. Therefore, 84 

technological progress can only partially solve the problem of energy use sustainability. 85 

Energy efficiency, economic expansion, and elasticities of substitution between energy 86 

and other production factors together affect energy consumption and should be 87 

considered comprehensively in the formulation and implementation of the government’s 88 

energy policies. 89 

Since 1992, Shanghai has achieved high-speed economic growth. Meanwhile, 90 

Shanghai’s energy consumption has soared up. Total final energy consumption in 91 

Shanghai jumped from 3098.8 (10,000 tons of coal equivalent (tce)) in 1990 to 11861.7 92 

(10,000 tce) in 2016, increasing by 282.8% (see Fig. 1). The final energy consumption 93 

of secondary and tertiary industries in Shanghai in 1990 accounted for 77.06% and 94 

13.02% of total final energy consumption, respectively, while in 2016, their rates 95 

became 52.03% and 36.18%, respectively. The share of energy consumption of 96 

secondary industry in total energy consumption declined, while that of tertiary industry 97 
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rose. At the same time, overall energy intensity in Shanghai dropped from 2.06 (100 98 

tce/million yuan) in 1990 to 0.53 (100 tce/million yuan) in 2016, while the energy 99 

intensities of secondary and tertiary industries slumped from 3.27 (100 tce/million yuan) 100 

and 0.61 (100 tce/million yuan) to 0.73 (100 tce/million yuan) and 0.32 (100 tce/million 101 

yuan) in 2016, respectively (see Fig. 2). Energy intensity in Shanghai shows an obvious 102 

downward trend. In particular, the energy intensity of secondary and tertiary industries 103 

reduced by more than three quarters and nearly a half during the period of 1990-2016, 104 

respectively. This implies that Shanghai’s secondary and tertiary industries became less 105 

energy intensive than ever. Moreover, the energy intensity of tertiary industry was less 106 

than half of that of secondary industry in 2016, indicating a more energy-saving 107 

characteristic. Obviously, the development of a service-based economy can lead to a 108 

greener industrial structure. 109 

 110 
Fig. 1. Energy consumption of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry in 111 

Shanghai 112 

Source: Shanghai Statistical Yearbook 113 
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 114 
Fig. 2. Energy intensity of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry in 115 

Shanghai 116 

Source: Shanghai Statistical Yearbook and China Energy Statistical Yearbook 117 

In recent years, tertiary industry in Shanghai is in a leading position, while secondary 118 

industry has a smaller and smaller proportion in overall economy. However, Shanghai’s 119 

overall energy efficiency is relatively low, and “carbon-rich” energy, including oil and 120 

coal, still accounts for a relatively high proportion in primary energy consumption [36]. 121 

Shanghai’s economic growth still depends on the increase of factor inputs to some 122 

extent. However, given the rise of factor costs, especially environmental costs, the 123 

advantages of traditional manufacturing gradually weaken. Hence, it is an urgent task 124 

for Shanghai to improve the technological contents and added value of products through 125 

advanced technologies. Obviously, increasing investments in education and research 126 

and development (R&D) and improving the levels of human capital and technologies in 127 

production process are the keys to achieving sustainable economic development in 128 

Shanghai.  129 

In addition, Shanghai is the most international city in China, known as a global city. 130 
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Since China’s reform and opening up, the Chinese government has placed its high hopes 131 

on Shanghai and has given a series of strong policy support for the city’s development, 132 

such as the establishment of “Pudong New Area”, “Four Centers” strategy (International 133 

Economic Center, International Financial Center, International Shipping Center, and 134 

International Trade Center), and the first domestic “Pilot Free Trade Zone” in Pudong 135 

New Area in 2013. Currently, Lujiazui is a window to display achievements in building 136 

“Socialism with Chinese Characteristics” and reform and opening up. Such measures 137 

and actions promote Shanghai to be a global mega-city with service-based economy 138 

majoring in finance, business, and trade as well as science and technology [7].  139 

Meanwhile, as China’s economic center and the core city of the “Yangtze River Delta 140 

Economic Zone”, Shanghai’s social and economic development level is at the forefront 141 

of China. Accordingly, the city has a huge energy demand. However, Shanghai is lack 142 

of natural resources, especially fossil energy. Its energy consumption largely depends 143 

on the import from other regions. Hence, the city is a typical energy import-dependent 144 

mega-city and has a great energy-saving pressure. As a result of the rebound effect, the 145 

rising technical level will not completely achieve expected energy saving. The 146 

magnitude of the rebound effect in such an energy import-dependent mega-city is 147 

particularly important for the city’s sustainable development. In this case, it is extremely 148 

necessary and important to detailedly investigate the energy rebound effect in Shanghai, 149 

in order to provide some valuable reference for the formulation of energy policies in 150 

other similar cities in China and even the world. 151 

Under such backgrounds, this is the first study to present a specific estimation on the 152 

energy rebound effect caused by technological progress in Shanghai. In particular, 153 

based on the IPAT identity and the Solow residual approach, we use the state space 154 

model with time-varying parameters to obtain more reasonable and accurate results, 155 
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compared with most previous studies using fixed parameter methods. Moreover, our 156 

data set covers overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry in Shanghai 157 

during the period of 1990-2016. This helps us grasp the general trends of the rebound 158 

effect in Shanghai at the economy-wide level. Furthermore, we estimate the carbon 159 

rebound amount (i.e., carbon emissions caused by the energy rebound effect) and 160 

provide an evidence of the argument that mitigating the energy rebound effect can 161 

significantly reduce carbon emissions. Through the detailed investigation of the rebound 162 

effect in Shanghai, we aim to enrich the application and empirical evidence of the 163 

rebound effect theory from the perspective of energy import-dependent cities in 164 

developing countries. In addition, this study can provide some important policy 165 

reference for other similar cities in China and even the world, to formulate and optimize 166 

their energy-saving policies. 167 

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 reviews related studies. 168 

Section 3 introduces the estimation method of the energy rebound effect and the data 169 

used in this study. Section 4 presents and discusses related estimation results. Section 5 170 

provides some concluding remarks.  171 

 172 

2. Literature review 173 

 174 

Previous studies have conducted a lot of exploration on the rebound effect. Overall, 175 

existing literature can be classified into three main aspects: the definition, theoretical 176 

explanation, and empirical evidence of the rebound effect. 177 

 178 

2.1. Definition of the rebound effect 179 

 180 
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Generally, the energy rebound effect reflects a paradox phenomenon of the reduction 181 

in expected energy savings resulted from improved energy efficiency. However, 182 

different studies have different definitions of the rebound effect from various 183 

perspective. For example, Schipper and Grubb [33] argued that a weak rebound refers to 184 

a phenomenon that improved energy efficiency in fact fails to reduce the demand for 185 

energy use nearly as much as the expected savings, while a strong rebound is that 186 

energy efficiency improvement causes impacts that offset most of the expected or even 187 

leads to more energy use than before such an improvement occurred (known as a 188 

backfire effect). At the macroeconomic level, Shao et al. [34,35] claimed that the 189 

rebound effect refers to an additional increase in economy-wide energy consumption 190 

due to productivity growth induced by improved energy efficiency. That is to say, 191 

energy efficiency improvement can propel technological progress and economic growth 192 

to cause a rebound effect through a series of socioeconomic re-adjustments in products’ 193 

prices and output, consumer behaviors, and technological innovation. At the 194 

microeconomic level, the rebound effect is quantitatively defined by some scholars as 195 

the elasticity of energy consumption to energy price [37,41]. 196 

In contrast, existing studies have reached an agreement on the typology of the 197 

rebound effect. Moreover, the rebound effect can be classified into three types: direct 198 

rebound, indirect rebound, and economy-wide rebound [14,34]. The direct rebound 199 

effect refers to an extra increase in energy consumption caused by energy efficiency 200 

improvement and the corresponding lower cost of an energy service to reduce expected 201 

energy savings. Subsequently, the indirect rebound effect refers to an extra increase in 202 

energy consumption from an increase in the demand for other goods and services that 203 

need energy to be produced. Finally, the economy-wide rebound effect, including the 204 

direct rebound effect and the indirect rebound effect, refers to an overall increase in 205 
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energy consumption in whole economic system due to improved energy efficiency and 206 

productivity [14,34]. The direct rebound only exists at the micro-economic level, while 207 

the indirect rebound and economy-wide rebound occur at the medium- and 208 

macroeconomic levels, respectively [34].  209 

 210 

2.2. Theoretical explanation on the rebound effect 211 

 212 

Jevons [17] conducted the earliest study on the relationship between energy 213 

efficiency and energy consumption. He argued that energy efficiency had not reduced 214 

energy consumption and that energy efficiency and energy consumption were in a 215 

reverse state, known as Jevons’ Paradox. His theory focuses on energy efficiency 216 

improvement from technological progress, which is often accompanied by advancement 217 

in social productivity, rapid growth of social economy, and continuous rise in social 218 

consumption level. Such changes can cause more energy demand. Also, the increased 219 

energy efficiency contributes to a decline in the prices of energy use and services, both 220 

of which lead to the growth of energy consumption. 221 

Related debate on the existence of the rebound effect emerged in the 1980s. As one of 222 

the representative researchers, Brookes put forward three questions about the 223 

relationships among energy efficiency, energy consumption, productivity improvement, 224 

and macroeconomic growth [4,5,6]. In detail, first, high quality and efficient energy use 225 

promotes technological progress and then stimulates social economy into a faster 226 

growth period with an increase in energy consumption. Second, energy efficiency 227 

increases accompanied by price changes. Then, the original balance of the supply and 228 

demand of energy is broken and a new and higher-level balance will appear. Third, 229 

when estimating energy savings caused by the improvement in energy efficiency, a 230 
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widely-used basic assumption that energy intensity is fixed at a certain historical level is 231 

irrational because there is an endogenous relationship between economic growth and energy 232 

efficiency improvement. 233 

Most studies explain the rebound effect based on the neoclassical economic theory. 234 

Saunders [29] used the neoclassical economic growth theory and constructed a 235 

neoclassical production function to prove the existence of the backfire effect from 236 

energy efficiency improvement. Furthermore, Saunders [30,31] distinguished energy 237 

and energy service and adopted the mathematical simulation method to expound the 238 

existence of the economy-wide rebound. In particular, Saunders [32] compared eight 239 

types of production/cost functions when exploring how energy efficiency improvement 240 

affect energy consumption, and found that the estimates of the rebound are very 241 

sensitive to the forms of production/cost functions and that the Fourier cost function is 242 

able to describe various possible situations of the rebound effect and is sufficiently 243 

“rebound flexible”. Moreover, the Translog cost function and a particular form of the 244 

constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production function may be suitable given 245 

certain conditions. Although a series of the theoretical analyses of Saunders are based 246 

on the relatively strict assumptions of the neoclassical theory, these studies provide a 247 

reasonable framework for the proof and explanation of the rebound effect. Wei [40] 248 

used a general form of the production function to conduct a more general discussion for 249 

the occurrence conditions of different types of the rebound effects.  250 

However, all studies mentioned above have not relaxed the neoclassical assumption 251 

of exogenous energy efficiency and cost-free technological progress. It is noteworthy 252 

that, in reality, energy efficiency improvement is usually endogenous [6] and few 253 

studies concern this problem, which can lead to biased results. Based on the new growth 254 

theory of the “learning-by-doing” effect, Shao et al. [35] constructed a novel theoretical 255 
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model of the economy-wide rebound effect with the consideration of an endogenous 256 

energy efficiency for the first time, followed by some studies (e.g., [20]), to carry out 257 

more accurate estimation of the rebound effect. 258 

 259 

2.3. Empirical evidence on the rebound effect 260 

 261 

The empirical studies on the rebound effect are abundant, and the methods used are 262 

various. Some literatures focus on the economy-wide or industrial-level rebound effects 263 

[15,16,21,23,24,36]. Due to data availability, existing studies on China’s rebound effect 264 

mainly pay attention to the rebound effect at economy-wide and industrial levels. For 265 

example, Zhou and Lin [42] asserted that because China’s energy prices depend on non-266 

market economic factors, to a high degree, and the data of energy prices are difficult to 267 

be obtained in China. An alternative method should be used to estimate the energy 268 

rebound effect based on technological progress. Zhou and Lin’s [42] results show that 269 

the energy rebound effect fluctuates between 30% and 80% at China’s macro-economic 270 

level. Using a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model, Liu et al. [26] 271 

decomposed the rebound effect into production rebound and final demand parts and 272 

designed two simulation rebound scenarios. They concluded that improving the energy 273 

efficiency in production sectors would promote final energy use and that improving the 274 

efficiency of secondary energy use was more effective than improving primary energy 275 

use in terms of both economic impacts and the energy rebound effect. 276 

Previous studies on some specific industries provide some relevant policy 277 

recommendations for decision-makers. For instance, Lin et al. [22] used the 278 

Logarithmic mean Divisia index (LMDI) method and a total factor productivity model 279 

to estimate the energy rebound effect of China’s nonferrous metal industry. They 280 
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pointed out that the rebound effect was closely related with economic growth and 281 

productivity. Hence, besides energy-saving policies, the government should implement 282 

other supporting measures, such as pricing mechanism reform, resource tax, and carbon 283 

tax, to realize energy saving and carbon emission reduction targets. 284 

As mentioned above, Shao et al. [35] developed a novel theoretical model of the 285 

energy rebound effect based on the endogenous growth theory, they further estimated 286 

China’s economy-wide rebound effect by using a time-varying parameter space state 287 

model for the first time. Following Shao et al. [35], Li and Lin [20] decomposed the 288 

rebound effect as substitution and output components, and found that heavy industry 289 

and light industry had the different magnitudes of the rebound effect, indicating that the 290 

government should combine energy subsides and technological progress to relieve 291 

excessive growth in energy demand. Based on the IPAT identity and the state space 292 

model, Shao et al. [34] estimated the economy-wide rebound effect in China, and found 293 

that the rebound effect showed a downward trend after China’s reform and opening-up. 294 

Although the economy-wide rebound effect can be estimated based on the 295 

technological progress, to some extent, the improvement degrees of energy efficiency 296 

from technology upgrade and adoption vary with economic development, technological 297 

level, industrial structure, and consumption behavior in different countries [11]. This 298 

leads to the corresponding difference in the rebound effect [13]. Li et al. [19] argued 299 

that, since the mechanisms for estimating the rebound effect were differentiated in 300 

different studies, the calculation results of the rebound effect based on different 301 

strategies were incomparable. Hence, some literatures focus on the rebound effect of a 302 

specific industry or an economic sector [1,20,22].  303 

Regarding the direct rebound effect, home heating [2], household appliances (e.g., 304 

washing machines, refrigerators, and air-conditioners) [25,39], and automobiles [12] are 305 
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mainly investigated by existing studies at family- or enterprise-level. In existing studies 306 

on road transportation, the changes in gasoline prices and the promotion of new energy 307 

vehicles were identified to estimate the rebound effect [12,38].  308 

In addition, some scholars explore the impact of personal consumption psychology 309 

and consumption behavior on energy demand [8]. Santarius and Soland [28] argued that 310 

the falling energy service prices resulted from energy efficiency improvement could 311 

mentally affect consumer behavior and lead to more product demand than before. There 312 

are also other factors which may affect resident’s energy consumption behavior, such as 313 

income, consumption habits, climate conditions, which can result in the different 314 

degrees of the rebound effect. Similarly, at the country- or regional levels, different 315 

factors, such as gross domestic product (GDP), energy intensity, and R&D, have 316 

different effects on the rebound effect. Lin and Tan [24] estimated energy-saving 317 

potential in China’s energy intensive industries, and found that GDP and the scale of 318 

industries had a promotion effect on energy consumption, while R&D intensity had a 319 

negative effect on energy consumption.  320 

Meanwhile, some scholars concentrate on the rebound effect in one or several 321 

specific industries. For example, using the dynamic ordinary least squares and 322 

seemingly unrelated regression methods, Ouyang et al. [27] investigated the rebound 323 

effect of industrial sectors in the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration, and found that 324 

financial development and structural reform in the supply side were beneficial to energy 325 

conservation and pollution alleviation. Furthermore, they pointed out that financial 326 

development was very important for the shift from energy-intensive industry to service 327 

and technology-intensive industry. Some studies also compare different countries’ 328 

rebound effects and their time trends. For instance, Brockway et al. [3] estimated the 329 

rebound effects of China, US, and UK, and found that China had a higher rebound 330 
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effect, while UK and US presented partial rebound effects. They attributed such a gap to 331 

China’s “producer-sided economy” status.  332 

Although related studies are rich in empirical estimation, measurement methods, and 333 

numerical simulation for the direct, the indirect, and the economy-wide rebound effects, 334 

the specific investigation on the rebound effect of an energy import-dependent mega-335 

city is rare. Based on the IPAT identity and the Solow residual approach and using the 336 

state space model with time-varying parameters, this paper is the first study to estimate 337 

and compare the energy rebound effects of Shanghai’s overall economy, secondary 338 

industry, and tertiary industry and the carbon emissions caused by the energy rebound 339 

effect. This study is expected to provide the empirical evidence and mitigation policy 340 

reference of the rebound effect from the perspective of energy import-dependent cities.  341 

 342 

3. Methodology and data 343 

3.1. Model specification 344 

3.1.1. Decomposition of energy consumption  345 

 346 

Referring to Shao et al. [34], this paper uses the following IPAT identity to 347 

decompose the total energy consumption: 348 

I P A T    (1) 

where I denotes the environmental load, P denotes population, A is per capita affluence 349 

degree reflected by GDP, and T is the environmental load per unit of GDP. Regarding 350 

energy consumption as the environmental load, we have the following equation: energy 351 

consumption = the size of population × (GDP/population) × (energy consumption/GDP), 352 

that can be rewritten as: 353 

I G T   (2) 
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where I denotes energy consumption, G denotes GDP, and T is energy consumption per 354 

unit of GDP. 355 

We can decompose Eq. (2) as follows: 356 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0( ) ( )t t t t t t t t tI I I GT G T G T T T G G G T T G              (3) 

where I  is the change in energy consumption; tI  and 0I  are energy consumption in the 357 

report period and the base period, respectively; tT  and 0T  are energy consumption per 358 

unit of GDP in the report period and the base period, respectively; tG  and 0G  are GDP 359 

in the report period and the base period, respectively; t tG T   means potential energy 360 

saving caused by improved energy efficiency from technological progress; 0 tT G  361 

denotes extra energy consumption caused by economic development.  362 

 363 

3.1.2. Measurement of the contribution rate of technological progress 364 

 365 

We let parameter t  represent the contribution rate of technological progress to 366 

economic growth, which can be calculated by the Solow residual approach. According 367 

to the Cobb-Douglas production function, output can be expressed as: 368 

G AL K E    (4) 

where G denotes gross output; A denotes technical level; L denotes labor input; K 369 

denotes capital input; E denotes energy consumption;   is output elasticity of labor;   370 

represents output elasticity of capital;   is output elasticity of energy consumption. 371 

Taking logarithm on both sides of Eq. (4), Eq. (4) can be rewritten as follows: 372 

ln ln ln ln lnG A L K E u        (5) 

Deriving with both sides of the above formula and replacing the differential with the 373 

difference, Eq. (5) can be converted as follows: 374 
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/ / / / /A A G G L L K K E E            (6) 

We set SA as technological progress rate, and thus we can get: 375 

SA g l k i       (7) 

where technological progress rate is /SA A A  ; output growth rate is /g G G  ; 376 

labor growth rate is /l L L  ; capital growth rate is /k K K  ; energy consumption 377 

growth rate is /i E E  . Therefore, the share of economic growth caused by 378 

technological progress (  ) can be expressed as follows: 379 

/ ( ) /t SA g g l k i g         (8) 

 380 

3.1.3. Estimation approach 381 

 382 

The widely-used regression models have fixed coefficients, that is to say, their 383 

estimated parameters are constant in the sample period. However, in China, due to 384 

economic reform, various external shocks, and policy adjustment, economic structure is 385 

gradually changing, but fixed coefficient models cannot show such changes. The state 386 

space model with estimated time-varying parameters can reflect these changes [34]. 387 

According to Eq. (5), the state space model can be written as follows: 388 

The signal equation is as follows: 389 

1 2 3 4ln ln ln lnt t t t tG SV L SV K SV E SV u      (9) 

The state equation is as follows: 390 

 (10) 

 (11) 

 (12) 

4 4 4 4( 1) tSV SV     (13) 

1 2 3,  ,  t t tSV SV SV      (14) 

where the subscript t represents the time in years; ln G , ln A , ln L , ln K , and ln E , 391 

1 1 1 1( 1) tSV SV   

2 2 2 2( 1) tSV SV   

3 3 3 3( 1) tSV SV   
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represent the natural logarithms of GDP, technical level, labor input, capital input, and 392 

energy consumption, respectively; 1SV , 2SV , 3SV , and 4SV  denote output elasticities of 393 

labor, capital, and energy consumption, and the intercept term, respectively; 1( 1)SV  , 394 

2( 1)SV  , 3( 1)SV  , and 4( 1)SV   represent output elasticities of labor, capital, and 395 

energy consumption, and the intercept term in year t-1, respectively; , , , 396 

and ln tE  are called the observable vectors, and the state equation is assumed to satisfy 397 

the AR(1) process; 1SV , 2SV , 3SV , and 4SV  are called the state vectors, which are 398 

unobservable variables and need to be estimated through the Kalman filter approach; tu , 399 

1t , 2t , 3t , and 4t  are random disturbance terms, and they are assumed to be  400 

independent and identically distributed and follow normal distribution. 401 

 402 

3.1.4. Definition of the energy rebound effect 403 

 404 

Following Shao et al. [34], the energy rebound effect is quantitatively defined as the 405 

share of extra energy consumption from technological progress in theoretically expected 406 

energy saving (
t tG T  ). As mentioned above, we set   as the contribution rate of 407 

technological progress to economic growth, and thus we get: 408 

0 0 0(1 )t t t t tT G T G T G         (15) 

where 0t tT G   stands for the extra energy consumption from technological progress (i.e., 409 

energy rebound amount), which is the outcome of economic expansion induced by 410 

technological progress. Thus, the rebound effect RE  can be estimated as follows: 411 

0 0 0 0/ ( ) / ( )t t t t t t t t tRE T G G T T G G G T T         (16) 

Furthermore, the energy rebound amount can be calculated as follows: 412 

ln tY ln tK ln tL
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Energy rebound amount t t tRE G T    (17) 

 413 

3.2. Data description 414 

 415 

Considering that the added value and energy consumption of primary industry are 416 

much smaller than those of secondary and tertiary industries and that the technological 417 

progress of primary industry is relatively slow, primary industry contributes little to the 418 

GDP and technological progress of overall economy in Shanghai. Hence, we take 419 

Shanghai’s overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry as research 420 

samples. The input variables include capital stock (K), labor input (L), and energy 421 

consumption (E), and the output variable is GDP (G). The data of these input and output 422 

variables are derived from Shanghai Statistical Yearbook, China Energy Statistical 423 

Yearbook, and CEInet Industry Database. Based on the availability of data, our research 424 

samples cover the period of 1990-2016. 425 

Following Fan et al. [9], we choose the number of employees to measure labor input. 426 

Energy consumption is measured by final energy consumption, with the unit of ten 427 

thousand tce. Capital stock is estimated by the perpetual inventory method as the 428 

following formula: 1(1 )t t t tK K I    , where tK  and 1tK   are capital stock in years t 429 

and 1t  , respectively; t  represents the capital depreciation rate of 10.96%; and tI  is 430 

annual capital investment proxied by total investment in fixed assets at the 2000 431 

constant price. The summary statistics of these input and output variables of Shanghai’s 432 

overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry are shown in Table 1. 433 

Table 2 shows GDP, energy consumption, and energy intensity of overall economy, 434 

secondary industry, and tertiary industry in Shanghai. It can be seen that rapid economic 435 

growth promoted substantially energy consumption, whose annual average growth rate 436 
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reached 5.3% for overall economy. Meanwhile, due to the continuous decline in the 437 

energy intensity of both secondary industry and tertiary industry, overall energy 438 

intensity in Shanghai continues to decrease, making Shanghai to be a cleaner city. The 439 

means of the energy intensity of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary 440 

industry are 1.10, 1.59, and 0.46 (100 tce/million yuan), respectively. This indicates that 441 

tertiary industry has an obvious energy-saving characteristic. Hence, the development of 442 

tertiary industry can play an important role in decreasing the energy intensity of overall 443 

economy. Based on the data listed in Table 4, we can get that the share of secondary 444 

industry in GDP in Shanghai dropped from 48.5% in 1990 to 37.9% in 2016, while that 445 

of tertiary industry increased from 44.3% in 1990 to 60.2% in 2016.  446 

Table 1  447 
Summary statistics of input and output variables. 448 

Variable Definition Unit Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Overall economy 

G GDP in Shanghai 
100 million 

yuan 
27 8859.63 6558.83 1506.3 22193.78 

K 
Total capital stock in 

Shanghai 

100 million 

yuan 
27 14018.25 9776.41 1538.3 31533.94 

L 
Number of employees in 

Shanghai 

10,000 

persons 
27 951.28 209.8 752.26 1368.91 

E 
Total final energy 

consumption in Shanghai 
10,000 tce 27 7238.9 3106.52 3098.82 11861.72 

Secondary industry 

G 
GDP of Shanghai’s secondary 

industry 

100 million 

yuan 
27 3972.66 2689.32 730.32 8413.63 

K 
Capital stock of Shanghai’s 

secondary industry 

100 million 

yuan 
27 4147.8 2765.14 239.44 7884.76 

L 
Number of employees of 

Shanghai’s secondary industry 

10,000 

persons 
27 409.78 56.37 309.91 479.22 

E 
Total final energy 

consumption of Shanghai’s 

secondary industry 

10,000 tce 27 4480.62 1386.65 2387.88 6442.28 

Tertiary industry 

G 
GDP of Shanghai’s tertiary 

industry 

100 million 

yuan 
27 4760.86 3863.97 666.67 13360.24 

K 
Capital stock of Shanghai’s 

tertiary industry 

100 million 

yuan 
27 9177.9 7464.16 130.48 23587.68 

L 
Number of employees of 

Shanghai’s tertiary industry 

10,000 

persons 
27 472.99 205.63 218.13 871.29 

E 

Total final energy 

consumption of Shanghai’s 

tertiary industry 

10,000 tce 27 2016.75 1388.59 403.47 4291.17 
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Table 2 449 
GDP, energy consumption, and energy intensity of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry in Shanghai. 450 

Year 

Final energy 

consumption of 

overall economy 

(10,000 tce) 

Final energy 

consumption of 

secondary industry 

(10,000 tce) 

Final energy 

consumption of 

tertiary industry 

(10,000 tce) 

GDP of overall 

economy (100 

million yuan) 

GDP of 

secondary 

industry (100 

million yuan) 

GDP of 

tertiary 

industry (100 

million yuan) 

Energy intensity 

of overall 

economy (100 

tce/million yuan) 

Energy intensity of 

secondary industry 

(100 tce/million 

yuan) 

Energy intensity 

of tertiary 

industry (100 

tce/million yuan) 

1990 3098.82 2387.88 403.47 1506.30 730.32 666.67 2.06 3.27 0.61 

1991 3362.87 2591.11 428.25 1613.80 780.63 723.94 2.08 3.32 0.59 

1992 3546.35 2731.13 460.69 1852.34 914.89 810.77 1.91 2.99 0.57 

1993 3807.56 3050.85 464.45 2132.23 1067.82 921.88 1.79 2.86 0.50 

1994 4176.63 3275.86 506.68 2441.38 1219.42 1071.24 1.71 2.69 0.47 

1995 4250.45 3339.73 517.05 2790.60 1400.00 1217.97 1.52 2.39  0.42 

1996 4376.37 3291.05 626.39 3156.36 1556.92 1438.37 1.39 2.11  0.44 

1997 4505.70 3312.18 715.31 3560.29 1721.84 1694.39 1.27 1.92  0.42 

1998 4608.13 3261.21 828.84 3926.69 1864.77 1945.15 1.17 1.75  0.43 

1999 4899.60 3467.49 915.48 4335.07 2032.69 2205.83 1.13 1.71  0.42 

2000 5226.79 3592.86 1069.32 4812.15 2231.93 2503.54 1.09 1.61  0.43 

2001 5549.69 3698.28 1282.08 5317.22 2499.80 2741.35 1.04 1.48  0.47 

2002 5898.56 3802.12 1508.46 5923.43 2802.32 3040.07 1.00 1.36  0.50 

2003 6394.49 4063.76 1690.50 6651.77 3256.44 3313.70 0.96 1.25  0.51 

2004 7055.08 4339.27 2016.48 7602.75 3744.87 3781.01 0.93 1.16  0.53 

2005 7895.17 4940.24 2249.12 8476.76 4141.68 4264.92 0.93 1.19  0.53 

2006 8514.40 5183.29 2555.08 9561.96 4642.77 4849.22 0.89 1.12  0.53 

2007 9314.77 5547.36 2902.64 11015.47 5181.18 5756.12 0.85 1.07  0.50 

2008 9750.47 5636.03 3153.79 12084.13 5569.66 6429.67 0.81 1.01  0.49 

2009 9951.81 5587.85 3351.64 13099.35 5781.23 7220.60 0.76 0.97  0.46 

2010 10802.03 6154.82 3576.70 14435.18 6735.10 7632.26 0.75 0.91  0.47 

2011 11131.41 6442.28 3575.33 15633.60 7179.56 8372.59 0.71 0.90  0.43 

2012 11183.99 6262.81 3725.52 16805.95 7409.45 9268.36 0.67 0.85  0.40 

2013 11456.08 6374.75 3789.85 18116.97 7861.56 10111.71 0.63 0.81  0.37 

2014 11281.72 6227.77 3835.88 19403.17 8207.40 11011.73 0.58 0.76  0.35 

2015 11549.55 6243.33  4012.19 20761.26  8314.01  12190.03 0.56 0.75  0.33 

2016 11861.72 6171.32  4291.17 22193.78  8413.63  13360.24 0.53 0.73  0.32 

Mean 7238.90 4480.62 2016.75 8859.63 3972.66 4760.86 1.10 1.59 0.46 
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4. Results and discussion 451 

4.1. Unit root and co-integration tests 452 

 453 

The unit root test is used to determine whether a set of time series data is stationary, 454 

and the ADF (Augmented Dickey-Fuller) test is a widely-used method. The results of 455 

the ADF test based on Shanghai’s overall economy data are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 3. 456 

We find that ln G , ln L , ln K , and ln E  are non-stationary, while their second-order 457 

differences, i.e., 2 ln G , 2lnL , 2ln K , and 2ln E  are all stationary. Therefore, 458 

ln G , ln L , ln K , and ln E  are all second-order stationary sequences. 459 

The co-integration test is used to distinguish a spurious regression caused by a non-460 

stationary sequence. We use the Engle-Granger’s two-step approach to conduct the co-461 

integration test. The test results are shown in Table 4. We find that the residual 462 

sequences reject the null hypothesis at the significance level of 5%. Thus, there are 463 

positive co-integration relationships among ln G , ln L , ln K , and ln E , indicating that a 464 

long-term equilibrium relationship exists among these four variables. 465 

Table 3 466 
Results of the ADF test based on Shanghai’s overall economy data. 467 

 lnG InL lnK lnE Δ2lnG Δ2lnL Δ2lnK Δ2lnE 

ADF value 0.02 -1.31 -2.48 -1.94 -3.63  -3.64  -3.63 -2.38 

1% critical 

value 
-4.38 -4.38 -4.38 -4.38 -2.55 -2.55 -2.55  -2.55 

5% critical 

value 
-3.60 -3.60 -3.60 -3.60 -1.73  -1.73 -1.73  -1.73 

10% critical 

value 
-3.24 -3.24 -3.24 -3.24 -1.33 -1.33 -1.33 -1.33 

Stationarity No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Notes: ln G , ln L , ln K , and ln E  represent the natural logarithms of G , L , K , and E , 468 

respectively; 2 ln G , 2ln L , 2ln K , and 2ln E  are their corresponding second-order 469 

differences. 470 
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 471 
Fig. 3. Residuals of the ADF test of GDP ( ln G ), labor input ( ln L ), capital stock ( ln K ), and 472 

energy consumption ( ln E ) 473 

Table 4 474 
Results of the co-integration test based on Shanghai’s overall economy data. 475 

Maximum rank Trace statistics 5% critical value Null hypothesis 

0 156.63 47.21 Reject 

1 79.59 29.68 Reject 

2 30.06 15.41 Reject 

3 2.14* 3.76 Accept 

 476 

4.2. Technological progress rate 477 

 478 

As shown in Table 5 and Fig. 4, the average technological progress rate of overall 479 

economy between 1991 and 2016 in Shanghai was 4.81%, with a peak of 10.84% in 480 

1995. Although Shanghai’s overall economy was shocked by the “2008 International 481 

Financial Crisis”, due to the lag effect of macroeconomic factors, the technological 482 

progress rate of overall economy in Shanghai remained a high level in 2008 and 2009 483 

and then declined to 1.12% in 2010. After then, the technological progress rate returned 484 

a normal level of 4.5%-6.5% until 2014 (see Fig. 4), when the rate reached a peak of 485 
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8.26% in nearly a decade. This indicates Shanghai’s macroeconomy has a strong ability 486 

of withstanding external risks. 487 

Table 5 488 
Technological progress rates of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry in 489 

Shanghai during the period of 1991-2016 (Unit: %). 490 

Year Overall economy Secondary industry Tertiary industry 

1991 -0.73  -7.25  -1.80  

1992 7.95  6.44  1.73  

1993 6.58  3.27  -0.11  

1994 4.13  -3.58  -2.46  

1995 10.84  3.36  -2.84  

1996 8.84  4.18  0.20  

1997 8.57  2.98  2.78  

1998 7.08  3.37  1.64  

1999 3.40  -0.14  9.97  

2000 3.66  4.64  1.49  

2001 3.45  3.75  11.41  

2002 4.32  6.70  -0.59  

2003 3.11  6.50  -2.32  

2004 3.01  5.78  3.19  

2005 -0.48  -2.39  3.42  

2006 3.95  4.92  4.91  

2007 4.52  4.89  4.64  

2008 4.26  3.33  2.49  

2009 5.66  2.59  6.68  

2010 1.12  5.52  0.29  

2011 4.59  1.38  5.18  

2012 6.48  4.84  7.23  

2013 4.75  4.45  -19.18  

2014 8.26  5.83  6.35  

2015 4.09  0.84  6.83  

2016 3.66  2.39  5.23  

Mean 4.81  3.02  2.17  
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 491 
Fig. 4. Technological progress rate of overall economy in Shanghai 492 

 493 
Fig. 5. Technological progress rate of secondary industry in Shanghai 494 
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 495 
Fig. 6. Technological progress rate of tertiary industry in Shanghai 496 

Regarding secondary industry, the technological progress rate presented an obvious 497 

fluctuation trend, with a peak of 6.70% in 2002. The average technological progress rate 498 

of this sector was 3.02% during the period of 1991-2016. During the period of 1994-499 

1999, the technological progress rate remained at a relatively low level, with the 500 

average of 1.7%. In 1992, 2002, and 2003, the technological progress rates were more 501 

than 6%, while the rates were between 2% and 5% in most years (see Table 5 and Fig. 502 

5). In particular, during the period of 2002-2004, the technological progress rate of 503 

secondary industry maintained a high level of more than 5% (see Fig. 5). This can be 504 

attributed to the rapid development of China’s economy and China’s accession to the 505 

World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001. Accession to the WTO allows China to 506 

further participate in the global market and thus improves the country’s international 507 

trade conditions. As the economic and trade center of China, Shanghai continues to 508 

deepen marketization reform and to enhance opening-up degree. The advanced 509 
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management concepts and technologies of foreign companies facilitate upgrading 510 

industrial technological level in Shanghai.  511 

It is noteworthy that a small number of negative technological progress rates 512 

appeared in some years. This can be attributed to industrial restructure and adjustment 513 

caused by some policy implementation or external impacts, such as the development 514 

and opening of the Pudong New Area of Shanghai, the tax system reform, and the Asian 515 

financial crisis. After 2006, the technological progress rate presented a drastically 516 

fluctuating trend. This may be due to Shanghai’s attempting to change economic 517 

development mode in recent years. Due to environmental constraints and increasing 518 

environmental costs, the industries with high pollution, high energy consumption, and 519 

high emissions are moving to other regions, leading to a small number of enterprises in 520 

these industries. Since secondary industry has economies of scale, such a reduction in 521 

production scale causes a lower technological progress rate in the short run, though it is 522 

expected to be benefit to the improvement of energy efficiency.  523 

In fact, Shanghai has carried out some industrial structure adjustment. For example, 524 

the 13th Plan of Transformation and Upgrade of Shanghai’s Manufacturing Industry 525 

suggests developing some major industries, including a new generation of information 526 

technology, bio-pharmaceutical and high-end medical equipment, and intelligent 527 

manufacturing equipment. The plan proposes that, by 2020, the added value of strategic 528 

emerging industries will account for 20% of Shanghai’s GDP. Because these industries 529 

all have lower energy consumption and higher added value than traditional industries, it 530 

is expected that the further industrial structure adjustment in Shanghai can play an 531 

important role in reducing energy intensity in the future.  532 

The average technological progress rate of tertiary industry is smaller than that of 533 

secondary industry (see Table 5 and Fig. 6). Shanghai has some particular backgrounds 534 
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in the development of tertiary industry. In 2006, the State Council of China put forward 535 

the plan for Shanghai to construct four centers, i.e., international financial center, 536 

international economic center, international trade center, and international shipping 537 

center. The realization of these goals relies on the development of financial industry, 538 

wholesale and retail industry, transportation, warehousing and postal services, and 539 

shipping industry. Overall, the development of these industries facilitates saving energy 540 

and thus reducing the energy import-dependent degree in Shanghai. The share of 541 

tertiary industry in GDP in Shanghai increased to more than 50% in 1999 for the first 542 

time. By 2016, tertiary industry has contributed to 60.2% of GDP in Shanghai. It’s 543 

obvious that tertiary industry has possessed a dominant position in Shanghai’s economy, 544 

facilitating energy efficiency improvement in Shanghai. 545 

 546 

4.3. Energy rebound effect 547 

 548 

Generally, the energy rebound effect can be divided into five categories [35] as 549 

follows: (1) RE<0 means a super-conservation case, i.e., actual energy saving is more 550 

than theoretical (expected) energy saving; (2) RE=0 means a zero rebound case, i.e., 551 

theoretical (expected) energy saving is completely achieved; (3) 0<RE<1 means a 552 

partial rebound case, i.e., actual energy saving is less than theoretical (expected) energy 553 

saving; (4) RE=1 means a full rebound case, i.e., actual energy saving is equal to 554 

theoretical (expected) energy saving; (5) RE>1 means a backfire effect case, i.e., energy 555 

rebound amount is more than theoretical (expected) energy saving. The estimated 556 

rebound effect, expected energy saving and energy rebound amount are shown in Table 557 

6.  558 

 559 
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Table 6 560 
Estimation results of the rebound effect, expected energy saving, and energy rebound amount in Shanghai. 561 

Year 

Overall economy Secondary industry Tertiary industry 

Rebound effect 

(%) 

Expected 

energy saving 

(10,000 tce) 

Energy rebound 

amount (10,000 

tce) 

Rebound effect 

(%)  

Expected 

energy saving 

(10,000 tce) 

Energy rebound 

amount (10,000 

tce) 

Rebound effect 

(%) 

Expected 

energy saving 

(10,000 tce) 

Energy rebound 

amount (10,000 

tce) 

1991 56.59 a -42.89  -24.27  477.53 a  -38.74  -184.98  -79.75 b  9.88  -7.88  

1992 97.80  313.59  306.69  64.01  305.66  195.64  43.86  18.92  8.30  

1993 97.75  274.64  268.47  76.16  136.79  104.19  -0.97 b  59.38  -0.58  

1994 98.46  182.98  180.16  -59.92 b  208.11  -124.69  -40.28 b  33.02  -13.30  

1995 98.86  523.62  517.64  30.04  421.24  126.54  -27.69 b  59.03  -16.35  

1996 98.55  431.18  424.94  36.72  423.03  155.33  -7.58 a  -15.78  1.20  

1997 98.19  430.73  422.92  33.10  327.48  108.41  90.82  22.57  20.50  

1998 97.33  361.26  351.61  37.05  325.92  120.76  -176.06 a  -7.67  13.50  

1999 92.00  187.78  172.76  -5.63 b 87.39  -4.92  383.56  24.44  93.72  

2000 93.84  212.01  198.96  82.33  214.50  176.60  -51.22 a  -30.28  15.51  

2001 88.29  225.69  199.27  46.37  325.79  151.07  -120.17 a  -111.19  133.62  

2002 94.17  283.84  267.30  80.87  343.72  277.97  9.75 a -86.67  -8.45  

2003 89.83  229.36  206.03  81.05  354.50  287.31  82.48 a  -46.27  -38.16  

2004 86.75  253.60  220.00  80.93  334.01  270.30  -70.19 a  -87.58  61.47  

2005 130.03 a  -29.04  -37.76  81.14 a  -141.18  -114.55  305.52  25.44  77.72  

2006 89.78  391.51  351.52  76.87  354.66  272.64  5789.62 c  2.17  125.59  

2007 89.67  493.90  442.90  119.46  237.02  283.14  107.95  130.29  140.65  

2008 93.08  467.97  435.59  60.59  327.27  198.30  91.07  88.50  80.60  

2009 96.84  617.83  598.33  57.68  262.27  151.27  124.50  190.11  236.68  

2010 74.39  164.63  122.46  101.19  355.00  359.23  -30.68 a -33.98  10.43  

2011 94.70  567.42  537.33  76.35  118.70  90.62  58.31  348.31  203.11  

2012 99.21  782.15  775.96  83.49  385.75  322.08  123.23  232.33  286.31  

2013 95.30  600.36  572.13  109.43  270.21  295.69  -283.81 b  274.66  -779.54  

2014 102.59  987.68  1013.27  90.77  427.41  387.97  89.95  291.30  262.01  

2015 94.50  521.81  493.14  80.83  65.34  52.81  123.95  234.15  290.23  

2016 93.12  484.74  451.37  102.98  146.82  151.20  216.62  106.18  230.00  

Mean 93.96  381.48  397.11  73.10  253.03  206.32  146.61  66.59  160.82  
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Note: The following three types of anomalous values are excluded when calculating the means of the energy rebound effect and the energy rebound amount.  
a The year when energy intensity increased.  
b The year when energy intensity decreased with the negative contribution of technological progress to GDP growth. 
C The year when energy intensity was almost unchanged. 
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During the period of 1991-2016, the average rebound effect of overall in Shanghai 562 

was 93.96%, indicating a high partial rebound effect. The corresponding energy 563 

rebound amount was 397.11 (10,000 tce). This indicates that 93.96% and 3971.1 564 

thousand tce of expected energy saving caused by improved energy efficiency is offset 565 

by extra energy consumption caused by technological progress. In other words, only 566 

6.04% of expected energy saving in Shanghai is achieved. As shown in Fig. 7, the 567 

rebound effect of overall economy was between 0 and 100% except two anomalous 568 

values and the value in 2014, when a “backfire” effect appeared. In most years, the 569 

rebound effect was between 85% and 100%. This indicates that economic growth 570 

caused by technological progress leads to an increase in energy consumption to largely 571 

offset the expected energy saving, and thus that the effort in energy saving in Shanghai 572 

is low effective. 573 

During the period of 1991-2016, the average rebound effect of Shanghai’s secondary 574 

industry was 73.10% after anomalous values were excluded. The corresponding average 575 

energy rebound amount was 206.32 (10,000 tce). This means that only 26.90% of 576 

expected energy saving in Shanghai’s secondary industry is achieved. As shown in Fig. 577 

8, a backfire effect appeared in 2007, 2010, 2013, and 2016 when the rebound effect 578 

was more than 100%. Overall, the rebound effect of Shanghai’s secondary industry 579 

presents a circuitously upward trend. 580 

Regarding tertiary industry, the average rebound effect during the period of 1991-581 

2016 was 146.61% after anomalous values were excluded. The corresponding average 582 

energy rebound amount was 160.82 (10,000 tce), less than that of secondary industry. 583 

As shown in Fig. 9, the rebound effects in 1999, 2005, 2007, 2009, 2012, 2015, and 584 

2016 were more than 100%, indicating a backfire effect in those years. Compared with 585 

secondary industry, the rebound effect of tertiary industry shows an obvious volatility. 586 
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These findings indicate that, as mentioned above, although tertiary industry has an 587 

energy-saving characteristic, the sector’s energy demand is more sensitive to improved 588 

energy efficiency and technological progress. However, because of less energy 589 

consumption, tertiary industry has smaller energy rebound amount than secondary 590 

industry. Therefore, once the rebound effect of tertiary industry can be effectively 591 

mitigated, more expected energy saving in Shanghai will be achieved.  592 

 593 
Fig. 7. Rebound effect of overall economy in Shanghai 594 

Note: Legend “anomalous value a” refers to the first (a) type of anomalous values in Table 6. 595 

 596 
Fig. 8. Rebound effect of secondary industry in Shanghai 597 

Note: Legend “anomalous value a” and “anomalous value b” refer to the first (a) and the second 598 

(b) types of anomalous values in Table 6, respectively. 599 
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 600 
Fig. 9. Rebound effect of tertiary industry in Shanghai 601 

Notes: Legend “anomalous value a” and “anomalous value b” refer to the first (a) and the 602 

second (b) types of anomalous values in Table 6, respectively; for the convenience of 603 

observation, we exclude the anomalous value in 2006. 604 

It is noteworthy that there are some anomalous values (especially some negative 605 

values) of the rebound effect in Table 6 and Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Generally, there are two 606 

types of abnormal values of the rebound effect due to the following two reasons [34]: (i) 607 

an increase in energy intensity and (ii) a decrease in energy intensity with a negative 608 

contribution of technological progress to output growth. The first case means that 609 

energy efficiency decreases and thus the requirement of the existence of the rebound 610 

effect is absent. Therefore, in Case (i), the rebound effect is false and the value of the 611 

rebound effect has no real economic meaning. The second case indicates that the 612 

improved energy efficiency fails to cause the technological progress and corresponding 613 

economic growth, as well as added energy consumption. Hence, in Case (ii), the 614 

“rebound effect” is neither the direct outcome of the improved energy efficiency nor 615 

super-conservation.  616 

In addition, a particular case appeared in tertiary industry in 2006, when energy 617 

intensity had an infinitesimal decrease compared with that in 2005. That is to say, 618 

energy intensity in 2006 was almost unchanged compared with that in 2005, leading to a 619 
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minimal value of expected energy saving and an extreme value of the rebound effect. 620 

Obviously, in this case, energy efficiency is not improved substantially, and thus the 621 

requirement of the existence of the rebound effect is inadequate. Hence, we also can 622 

consider that the value of the rebound effect in this case is no substantial economic 623 

meaning. Thus, since these three cases do not satisfy the prerequisite of the estimation 624 

model in this study, the corresponding estimation results have no substantial meaning. 625 

All the negative values of the rebound effect in Table 6 and Figs. 7, 8 and 9 belong to 626 

Case (i) or Case (ii), rather than super-conservation. In particular, tertiary industry has 627 

much more anomalous values than secondary industry, indicating that the energy 628 

demand and energy efficiency of tertiary industry are more volatile and more sensitive 629 

to external environment. 630 

As shown in Fig. 10, the energy rebound amount of overall economy in 2014 was the 631 

largest in the sample period. Moreover, the energy rebound amount of secondary 632 

industry is larger than that of tertiary industry in most years, indicating that improving 633 

the energy efficiency of tertiary industry has a more evident effect in reducing energy 634 

consumption. However, in recent years, this situation is gradually reversed. The energy 635 

rebound amount of tertiary industry exceeded that of secondary industry in 2009, 2011, 636 

2015, and 2016. This indicates an increasingly negative impact of the rebound effect of 637 

tertiary industry on Shanghai’s energy saving in recent years, due to the rapid 638 

development of tertiary industry and a corresponding increase in energy demand. Hence, 639 

both secondary industry and tertiary industry should be the main objects of mitigating 640 

the rebound effect. 641 

Although Shanghai is better off compared with other cities in China, the city still 642 

does not thoroughly get rid of factor-driven growth mode, and thus the city’s economic 643 

growth quality needs to be improved. This study uses the Slow residual approach to 644 
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estimate Shanghai’s technological progress rate. The generalized technological progress 645 

rate measured by the Slow residual term is regarded as the crucial promotion factor of 646 

economic growth except production factor inputs. Thus, in this study, the contribution 647 

of pure technological progress to economic growth may be overestimated, resulting in a 648 

higher rebound effect value than its actual value. However, this study can at least 649 

provide an upper bound of the rebound effect. Even considering the existence of such 650 

overestimation, a partial rebound effect still exists in most years, indicating that 651 

technological progress still has an energy saving effect, to some extent. Hence, 652 

technological progress is a key way to improve energy efficiency and conserve energy. 653 

In addition, the feasible direction of the government’s endeavor for energy saving 654 

should lie in mitigating the potential rebound effect as far as possible.  655 

 656 
Fig. 10. Energy rebound amount of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry 657 

in Shanghai  658 

Notes: All the sample values of energy rebound amount corresponding to the anomalous values 659 

of the rebound effect in Table 6 are excluded. 660 

 661 
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4.4. Carbon emissions caused by the energy rebound effect 662 

 663 

Due to increasing energy consumption caused by the energy rebound effect, carbon 664 

emissions and atmospheric pollutant emissions increase. Obviously, this is detrimental 665 

to achieving carbon emission peak target committed by the Chinese government. In 666 

terms of this, we further estimate the carbon rebound amount (i.e., carbon emissions 667 

caused by the energy rebound effect), to grasp the effect of the rebound effect on carbon 668 

emissions in Shanghai. Specifically, we estimate increased carbon emissions by 669 

multiplying the energy rebound amount by weighted carbon emission coefficient. We 670 

set the annual shares of the consumption of 17 fossil fuels (raw coal, cleaned coal, 671 

briquettes, other washed coal, coke, coke oven gas, other gases, crude oil, gasoline, 672 

kerosene, diesel, fuel oil, liquefied petroleum gas, refinery gas, natural gas, other 673 

petroleum products, and other coking products) in the total energy consumption in 674 

Shanghai as their weights. Thus, the weighted carbon emission coefficient can be 675 

regarded as the weighted mean of the carbon emission coefficients of 17 fossil fuels in 676 

Shanghai. Energy consumption data are from Shanghai’s energy balance sheet in China 677 

Energy Statistics Yearbook, and the carbon emission coefficients of various fossil fuels 678 

are from Fan et al. [9] and IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). 679 

Because energy balance sheet before 1995 is incomplete, we estimate the carbon 680 

emissions caused by the energy rebound effect during the period of 1995-2016.  681 

As shown in Table 7 and Fig. 11, during the period of 1995-2016, the mean of carbon 682 

emissions caused by the energy rebound effect of overall economy in Shanghai was 683 

13231.9 thousand tons. Overall, the carbon rebound amount of overall economy 684 

experienced a first descending and then ascending trend, with a peak of 31489 thousand 685 

tons in 2014 and a valley of 3830 thousand tons in 2010. The mean of the carbon 686 
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rebound amount of secondary industry in Shanghai was 6918 thousand tons. With a 687 

peak of 12416.5 thousand tons in 2014, the trend of the carbon rebound amount of 688 

secondary industry is close to that of overall economy in most years, indicating that 689 

secondary industry (especially industrial sector) can play a crucial role in reducing the 690 

total carbon emissions of Shanghai [9,36]. After excluding the anomalous values, the 691 

mean of the carbon rebound amount of tertiary industry in Shanghai was 5311.1 692 

thousand tons, less than that of secondary industry. Overall, the carbon rebound amount 693 

of tertiary industry experienced a circuitously upward trend, with a peak of 8813.2 694 

thousand tons in 2015, when the sector’s energy rebound amount also reached a peak. 695 

This indicates that, with the rapid expansion and corresponding increase in energy 696 

demand of Shanghai’s tertiary industry, the sector is becoming a crucial sector in energy 697 

saving and carbon emission reduction.  698 

To observe the influence degree of carbon rebound amount, we further calculate the 699 

proportions of carbon rebound amount in the total carbon emissions of Shanghai and 700 

China (see Table 8). Referring to Fan et al. [9], we estimate carbon emissions in 701 

Shanghai and China. As shown in Table 8 and Figs. 12 and 13, the proportion of carbon 702 

rebound amount of overall economy in the total carbon emissions of Shanghai and 703 

China all experienced a first descending and then ascending trend, and exceeded 15% in 704 

1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 2009, 2012 and 2014, with a peak of 27.55% in 1995. 705 

Although the proportion in the total carbon emissions of China is much less than that in 706 

the total carbon emissions of Shanghai, they have identical trends. On average, the 707 

carbon rebound amount of overall economy in Shanghai accounts for 13.1% and 0.41% 708 

of the total carbon emissions of Shanghai and China, respectively. This means that, on 709 

average, the energy rebound effect caused 13.1% and 0.41% increases in carbon 710 

emissions in Shanghai and China, respectively. In other words, if mitigating the energy 711 
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rebound effect, carbon emissions in Shanghai and China will reduce on average by at 712 

most 13.1% and 0.41%, respectively.  713 

Table 7  714 
Carbon rebound amount of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry in 715 

Shanghai (Unit: 10,000 tons). 716 

Year Overall economy Secondary industry Tertiary industry 

1995 1714.25 451.90 -49.65 b 

1996 1407.25  554.74  3.63 a 

1997 1394.32  372.28  62.54  

1998 1159.84  407.10 41.10 a 

1999 568.06  -16.59 b 285.16  

2000 651.29  594.22  48.91 a 

2001 623.42  477.34  403.78 a 

2002 863.20  925.15  -25.70 a 

2003 660.66  949.38  -116.16 a 

2004 700.04  885.44  186.91 a 

2005 -119.86 a -374.47 a 236.97  

2006 1110.35  885.61  382.19 c 

2007 1388.22  909.06  427.34  

2008 1363.25  635.53  245.15  

2009 1871.88  486.45  719.90  

2010 383.00  1155.92  31.78 a 

2011 1679.06  291.92  618.41  

2012 2411.18  1027.82  871.36  

2013 1774.87  940.59  -2369.69 b 

2014 3148.90  1241.65  796.32  

2015 1524.41  167.47  881.32  

2016 1389.62  476.37  697.78  

Mean 1323.19  691.80  531.11  

Note: The following three types of anomalous values are excluded when calculating the means.  
a The year when energy intensity increased.  
b The year when energy intensity decreased with the negative contribution of technological 

progress to GDP growth. 
C The year when energy intensity was almost unchanged. 
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 717 
Fig. 11.  Carbon rebound amount of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry 718 

in Shanghai 719 

Notes: Legend “anomalous value a”, “anomalous value b”, and “anomalous value c” refer to the 720 

first (a), the second (b) and the third (c) types of anomalous values in Table 6, respectively. 721 

Regarding secondary industry, on average, the carbon rebound amount accounts for 722 

6.8% and 0.22% of the total carbon emissions of Shanghai and China, respectively. The 723 

proportions account for more than half of those of overall economy (13.1% and 0.41%). 724 

This can be attributed to a high energy intensity and a large carbon emission coefficient 725 

(a large high-carbon fuel consumption proportion) of secondary industry. Compared 726 

with secondary industry, tertiary industry has less proportions (4.45% and 0.12%) of 727 

carbon rebound amount in the total carbon emissions of both Shanghai and China, due 728 

to a low energy intensity and a large low-carbon fuel consumption proportion. However, 729 

the proportions of the carbon rebound amount of tertiary industry in the total carbon 730 

emissions of both Shanghai and China have an overall upward trend, with peaks of 7.19% 731 

and 0.18% in 2015 in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. As mentioned above, this can be 732 

attributed to the rapid development and corresponding increases in energy consumption 733 

and carbon emissions of tertiary industry in Shanghai in recent years. Hence, both 734 
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secondary industry and tertiary industry in Shanghai should be the main objects of 735 

energy saving and emission reduction. 736 

In a word, these findings indicate that if we take additional measures to effectively 737 

relieve the rebound effect, carbon emissions will be significantly mitigated, being 738 

conducive to achieving China’s and Shanghai’s carbon emission reduction targets.  739 

Table 8  740 
Proportion of carbon rebound amount in total carbon emissions (Unit: %). 741 

Year 

Proportion of carbon rebound amount 

in total carbon emissions in Shanghai 

Proportion of carbon rebound amount 

in total carbon emissions in in China 

Overall 

economy 

Secondary 

industry  

Tertiary 

industry 

Overall 

economy 

Secondary 

industry  

Tertiary 

industry 

1995 27.55  7.26  -0.80 b 0.88  0.23  -0.03 b 

1996 19.14  7.55  0.05 a 0.72  0.28  0.002 a 

1997 19.77  5.28  0.89  0.71  0.19  0.03  

1998 16.51  5.80  0.59 a 0.58  0.20  0.02 a 

1999 6.85  -0.20 b 3.44  0.29  -0.01 b 0.15  

2000 8.22  7.50  0.62 a 0.33  0.30  0.02 a 

2001 7.62  5.83  4.93 a 0.31  0.24  0.20 a 

2002 10.26  11.00  -0.31 a 0.40  0.43  -0.01 a 

2003 7.62  10.95  -1.34 a 0.28  0.40  -0.05 a 

2004 7.12  9.01  1.90 a 0.26  0.33  0.07 a 

2005 -1.22 a -3.82 a 2.42  -0.04 a -0.11 a 0.07  

2006 8.87  7.08  3.05 c 0.31  0.25  0.11 c 

2007 10.23  6.70  3.15  0.35  0.23  0.11  

2008 10.10  4.71  1.82  0.32  0.15  0.06  

2009 15.73  4.09  6.05  0.41  0.11  0.16  

2010 3.20  9.65  0.27 a 0.08  0.25  0.01 a 

2011 13.22  2.30  4.87  0.33  0.06  0.12  

2012 19.33  8.24  6.98  0.46  0.20  0.17  

2013 14.58  7.73  -19.47 b 0.36  0.19  -0.48 b 

2014 25.55  10.07  6.46  0.63  0.25  0.16  

2015 12.43  1.37  7.19  0.31  0.03  0.18  

2016 11.30  3.87  5.67  0.29  0.10  0.14  

Mean 13.10  6.80  4.45  0.41  0.22  0.12  

Notes: Carbon emissions in Shanghai and China are estimated by authors; the following three 742 

types of anomalous values are excluded when calculating the means.  743 
a The year when energy intensity increased.  744 
b The year when energy intensity decreased with the negative contribution of technological 745 

progress to GDP growth. 746 
C The year when energy intensity was almost unchanged. 747 

 748 

 749 
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 750 
Fig. 12. Proportion of carbon rebound amount in total carbon emissions in Shanghai (Unit: %) 751 

 752 
Fig. 13. Proportion of carbon rebound amount in total carbon emissions in China (Unit: %) 753 
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 754 

5. Concluding remarks 755 

 756 

The energy rebound effect has become a substantial obstacle of achieving the 757 

expected target of energy-saving policies under the rapid urbanization background of 758 

China. As the economic center of China and a typical energy import-dependent mega-759 

city, Shanghai’s social and economic sustainable development is confronted with severe 760 

energy constraints. In this paper, based on the IPAT identity and the Solow residual 761 

approach, we use the state space model with time-varying parameters to estimate the 762 

energy rebound effect of overall economy, secondary industry, and tertiary industry in 763 

Shanghai caused by technological progress during the period of 1991-2016. 764 

Furthermore, we estimate the carbon rebound amount (i.e., carbon emissions caused by 765 

the energy rebound effect) based on the energy rebound amount and weighted carbon 766 

emission coefficient. The results show that, during the period of 1991-2016, the average 767 

energy rebound effect of overall economy in Shanghai was 93.96%, indicating a high 768 

partial rebound effect. In most years, the rebound effect of overall economy was 769 

between 85% and 100%. Hence, economic growth resulting from technological progress 770 

causes an increase in energy consumption to largely counteract expected energy saving 771 

from improved energy efficiency, and thus that the effort in energy conservation in 772 

Shanghai is low effective. The average rebound effect of Shanghai’s secondary industry 773 

was 73.10%. That is to say, only 26.90% of expected energy saving from improved 774 

energy efficiency in Shanghai’s secondary industry is achieved. Overall, the rebound 775 

effect of secondary industry has a circuitously upward trend. Even in some years, a 776 

backfire effect appears.  777 

Regarding tertiary industry, the average rebound effect during the period of 1991-778 
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2016 was 146.61% after excluding anomalous values, indicating a backfire effect. 779 

Compared with secondary industry, the rebound effect of tertiary industry shows an 780 

obvious volatility. However, due to less energy consumption, the average energy 781 

rebound amount of tertiary industry is less than that of secondary industry. Therefore, 782 

although tertiary industry has an energy-saving characteristic, the sector’s energy 783 

demand is more sensitive to energy efficiency improvement and technological progress. 784 

In particular, the energy rebound amount of tertiary industry exceeded that of secondary 785 

industry in some recent years. This finding indicates an increasingly unfavorable impact 786 

of the rebound effect of tertiary industry on Shanghai’s energy saving in recent years, 787 

with the rapid expansion and corresponding increase in energy demand of Shanghai’s 788 

tertiary industry. Hence, both secondary industry and tertiary industry should be the 789 

main objects of mitigating the rebound effect, as well as energy saving and emission 790 

reduction. Overall, although technological progress can be a key way to improve energy 791 

efficiency and conserve energy, the potential rebound effect should be relieved as far as 792 

possible to improve the effectiveness of the endeavor for energy saving. 793 

The estimated results of carbon rebound amount reinforce the significant impact of 794 

the energy rebound effect on achieving energy saving and emission reduction targets. 795 

On average, the energy rebound effect caused 13.1% and 0.41% increases in carbon 796 

emissions in Shanghai and China, respectively. Regarding secondary industry, the 797 

carbon rebound amount accounts for 6.8% and 0.22% of the total carbon emissions of 798 

Shanghai and China on average, respectively, more than half of those of overall 799 

economy. Compared with secondary industry, tertiary industry has less proportions 800 

(4.45% and 0.12%) of carbon rebound amount in the total carbon emissions of both 801 

Shanghai and China, because of a low energy intensity and a large low-carbon fuel 802 

consumption proportion. Therefore, mitigating the energy rebound effect can 803 
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significantly abate carbon emissions.  804 

In summary, due to the substantial impact of the rebound effect, improving 805 

technological progress and energy efficiency should not be the only way to achieve 806 

energy-saving target, especially in energy import-dependent mega-cities like Shanghai. 807 

Some supporting policies should be carried out to ensure that the expected outcome of 808 

energy-saving effort can be realized as far as possible. 809 

First, because of objective existence of the energy rebound effect, only if policy 810 

makers should take into account the rebound effect when formulating related policies, 811 

energy saving and carbon emission reduction targets will be more effectively achieved. 812 

By doing this, the expected energy-saving outcome can be more precisely grasped, so 813 

that more rational decision is made. Specifically, as pointed out by a lot of researchers 814 

[18,34,35], some market-oriented policies and measures, such as energy-saving 815 

technology subsidies and carbon tax, can be implemented to mitigate the rebound effect 816 

and ensure energy-saving outcome.  817 

Second, because the rebound effect exists widely in economic development process, 818 

with economic development and production scale expansion, energy demand and 819 

corresponding carbon emissions will continuously increase without the adjustment of 820 

energy consumption structure. The green and low-carbon of energy consumption 821 

structure can be expected to resolve the rebound effect problem in the long run, 822 

especially for secondary industry. In fact, the Chinese government and Shanghai 823 

municipal government recently have made some effort in energy structure adjustment 824 

by supporting the application of clean and renewable energy. Relevant measures should 825 

be persistently taken. Moreover, the development of new energy can drive investments 826 

in R&D and facilitate the development of related industries.  827 

Third, the rise in energy price is regarded as an effective way to mitigate the rebound 828 
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effect [35]. Therefore, some appropriate price policies need to be carried out to abate the 829 

increase in energy demand caused by improved energy efficiency and thus to minimize 830 

the rebound effect. Considering that China’s low energy price policies counteract 831 

energy conservation effort and government’s frequent intervention makes energy price 832 

far from real marketization [34], the Chinese government should take some measures, 833 

such as marketization reform of energy price and an environmental tax (a carbon tax), to 834 

reflect real energy costs and arouse producers’ and consumers’ energy-saving awareness 835 

and activities. 836 

Last but not least, to achieve energy saving and emission reduction targets, the green 837 

and low-carbon transformation of industrial development mode is very necessary for 838 

both secondary industry and tertiary industry in energy import-dependent mega-cities 839 

like Shanghai. Secondary industry in Shanghai still has a relatively high proportion 840 

compared with other international mega-cities, such as New York, London, and Tokyo. 841 

With the implementation of more stringent environmental governance policies, 842 

traditional economic development mode at the expense of environmental pollution is no 843 

longer feasible in China. The development of high-end manufacturing and producer 844 

services is expected to facilitates improving energy efficiency and reducing total energy 845 

consumption in both Shanghai and China.   846 
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